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1. Add a Connection: University
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1. Add a Connection: University

Add Connection

Why this connection: purpose of this connection here

Allowed Actions for this Connection
- View all
- Edit
- Comment

[Cancel] [Add]
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2. Add contacts: Class
2. Add contacts: Class

Contacts List

- Public
- all my contact list

Search Contact: Bo

Tag this contact group: Class

Buttons: Cancel, Add
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3. Add privileged app for this connections
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3. Add privileged app for this connections

Available Apps

- Anyone
- Search Apps: social
- Tag this Apps group: SocialApp

Cancel | Add
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4. Add a new contacts: Prof
6. Add a new Connection: myself
UMA Connection

mobile usability
Add Connection

Connection

Resource 1

Name: Connection name here

Description: optional

Allowed Actions

View: ON

Edit: OFF

Subjects

MySelf

Me
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